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Q&A Telenor Satellite

Ole Ledang, Director Broadcasting
Division at Telenor Satellite
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Europe’s most versatile
operator
Telenor Satellite is a world-renowned satellite service, who
prides itself on being Europe’s most versatile operator. With
digitization and broadcast evolution progressing as high-
throughput LEO rollout continues, Ole Ledang, Director
Broadcasting Division at Telenor Satellite, explained how the
company is approaching new demands, and how competitivity
is maintained while meeting high environmental and labor
standards.

Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor,
Satellite Evolution Group

Question: How has Telenor Satellite
adjusted in the face of the challenges
of the pandemic?
Ole Ledang: Telenor Satellite AS
operates within two product and
geographical areas. Data Services,
which supplies satellite capacity and
platform services for the maritime,
offshore, and aeronautical markets in
Nor thern and Southern Europe,
Mediterranean and Middle East; and
Broadcasting, which provides satellite
capacity, platform services and ground
operations for the broadcasting markets
in the Nordics and CEE.

While broadcasting has
experienced a steady and solid demand
during the pandemic, with a growth in
platform services beyond our

expectations, we have adjusted some
of our efforts within the data services
market. In particular, the ferry and cruise
segments have experienced a
noticeable negative effect, and we have
monitored and adjusted the utilization
of our satellite capacity accordingly.
Other segments, like fishing, have been
in good development throughout the
pandemic.

It seems like our data services
markets are again picking up speed as
the tourist season approaches and
restr ictions are lifted, so we are
expecting an industry which is back on
its feet late this year and during the
beginning of 2022.

Question: Telenor Satellite is a
broadcast teleport business
operating in a country with high labor
costs. How does it maximize its use

Telenor Satellite's main office is located at Fornebu
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of technology to remain competitive
and add value for customers instead
of outsourcing for cheaper labor?
Ole Ledang: This is very true. However,
there are a few key aspects that ensure
our position as a competitive player:
Smart utilization of technology and
design; highly competent engineers
with direct contact with our customers;
flexibility and agility; industry leading
availability; and scale of operation.

We have designed an IP platform at
Nittedal Teleport which opens up a
bouquet of upsides. This is by no means
entirely unique in our industry, but the
benefits of bringing in the source signals
from the broadcasters in high quality
mezzanine format (or SDI) and
distributing these signals to the relevant
production platforms at the teleport –
and then to our customers, producing
outputs for DTH, IPTV, multiple OTT
profiles and DTT feeds – are
substantial. It means that we can
efficiently make a particular TV channel
available to new platforms, change
format from SD to HD, or transcode to
a new profile for viewing on mobile
devices.

Another benefit is flexibility in
operation. With the rigs of transcoders,
multiplexers, streamers and what have
you, automatic back-up is secured by
our n+m system designs. And should
we need to manually operate the

infrastructure, our system engineers log
on remotely and perform services as if
they were present on the teleport. This
is of great assistance to our 24/7 NOC
engineers who, if a fault situation
occurs, are able to communicate with
our customers while simultaneously
rectifying the situation.

Every component in our IP platform
and production platforms are registered
in a database. This means that in the
event of a failure resulting in
unavailability of a TV service, the faulty
equipment triggers an outage ticket for
escalation, and an automatic
notification to the relevant customer.
This saves us a lot of time during
faultfinding and rectification. And with
more than 1,000 TV services running
through the machinery, this is the only
way to operate.

The broadcasting industry is
changing at an escalated speed, which
means that all players involved need to
be fast-acting and agile in order to help
their customers survive and prosper.
This is our universal goal in Telenor
Satellite: We are here to help our
customers succeed in their
marketplace.

So, when a broadcaster finds it
inefficient to deliver the content through
a dedicated fibre connection, we are
happy to install play-out servers with
internet connections at Nittedal

Teleport. That way, the broadcaster has
full editorial functionality of their TV-
channel, operated through a standard
Internet connection.

On the topic of connectivity: Security
has been – and still is – very much at
the top of our priority list. With the
current mix of remote access to the
equipment, program feeds through
internet connections, file transfers and
what have you, it is absolutely crucial
that we run a protected and secure
operation. I am pleased to say that we
have now reached a level of security –
and awareness on security – which
ensures the safety of our operation,
even with modern remote access and
full functionality.

Question: Telenor Satellite prides
itself on aiding efforts in favour of the
climate goals of the Paris Agreement.
What can actors in NewSpace
industries do to follow suit?
Ole Ledang: Telenor Satellite has its
environmental footprint very much on
the agenda. Our location at the Telenor
Satellite headquarters is a ‘smart
house.’ But more importantly: Nittedal
Teleport – our main location just north
of Oslo – has for many years been
registered and cer tif ied as an
environmental beacon by local
authorities (Miljøfyrtårn). To achieve
this, we have had to verify our smart

Telenor Satellite's Nittedal Teleport
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use of electrical power, demonstrate
conscious waste management, facilitate
the move to electrical cars and fulfil a
number of further criteria.

Regarding NewSpace, Telenor
Satellite wouldn’t be the first company
to think of under this umbrella and we
are not involved in any current LEO
initiatives. With our satellite fleet at 1o

West we have full control of our assets
in space, and with an operational
lifespan of more than 15 years per
satell ite, coll ision avoidance and
decommissioning of our assets from the
geostationary orbit is highly
manageable to avoid space debris.

Multi LEO initiatives, each with 200+
micro satellites, and with no or limited
means for collision avoidance and de-
orbiting, are obviously a totally different
operation. Dialogue and agreements
between national bodies, ITU and other
international frequency coordination
committees, and the satellite industry
itself, are essential. A lack of pan-
national agreements could result in
escalating chaos for the satellite – and
telco – industry and with an
unmanageable level of space waste in
orbits very close to Earth.

Question: Industry commentators
have remarked that the ground
station needs to ‘catch up’ with
NewSpace technology on the orbital
side, due to a disparity in investment
interest. If you agree, how do you
think the imbalance ought to be
addressed?
Ole Ledang: If you operate a LEO
constellation with tens or hundreds of
satellites that each need real-time
communications, it is evident that the
ground segment becomes very complex
and costly to install and operate.

I think the industry itself has to – and
I am sure it does – include this
complexity in total business plans. A
satellite business plan is no longer just
the satellite and a launcher. It’s very
much the satellite-network – including
ground infrastructure, operations,
development, availability, back-up etc.
Telenor Satellite is a seasoned provider
of complete managed services, and we
are very much used to developing
holistic business plans that encompass
the total investment scope necessary
to provide attractive customer services
through the entire life cycle of service,
from initial service order through

commissioning and operation.
We pay close attention to the rapid

development within our industry, and we
are very much motivated to continue
being relevant in the fast technology
development we have seen during the
past decade. Again, we don’t look at this
with a particular doctrine in mind, be it
NewSpace or whatever, we aim to
provide the best possible value for our
customers through our products and
services. Technology is one dimension
in this that we pay close attention to,
but we find that customer-orientation,
operational efficiency, and ability to
execute are also critical to succeed.

Question: With ever increasing
throughput demands required by
broadcast technologies, what are the
greatest priorities for teleports in
preparation for the 5G era?
Ole Ledang: This is a very exciting and
relevant topic. Telenor Satellite is in
search of what position to take – what
opportunities lie in this part of the
communications industry. I think we are
back to the real benefits of
geostationary satellites: Delivery of
large-scale data from one centralized
hub to many receivers in parallel. How
can we position ourselves – and the
satellite industry in general – as a
relevant partner in order to reduce
capex in unnecessary terrestr ial
infrastructure just to handle peak hours
of data distribution?

We find ourselves at the crossroads
where new and existing technology
open up new products and
opportunities, and at the same time we
are retiring products and functions that
are better served by the ‘newcomers.’
The challenge is to retire the right
products and bet on the new products
that will prosper. We certainly do not
have the only and correct answer yet,
but we have an understanding of where
there are options to develop our position
– and what industry players to continue
to work with. I think there will still be
some time before end-user product,
beyond higher mobile data throughput,
materializes but we will stay focused
and dedicated through this important
phase of 5G development.

Question: What can we expect from
Telenor Satellite in the coming
years?
Ole Ledang: Telenor Satellite is a

satellite company with a unique orbital
position reaching Europe, the Atlantic,
the North Sea, the Mediterranean,
Africa, and the Middle East. With Ku and
Ka-band licenses it is certainly an
attractive position which will continue to
be important for a number of product
ranges and customer segments.

The two axis of space segment and
ground operations are equally important
– and increasingly interlinked. We must
ensure that we have available bitrate for
the right geographical markets – at a
cost ensuring unique value for our
customers. At the same time,
continuous development of hardware
and software – both on the teleport side
and at the customer side – is essential
in order to continue our success. There
is an increasing number of vessels
which need higher and higher bitrate.
They need the experience of being
connected to a broadband connection
as if at home – at a cost which triggers
the very same behaviour.

Our DTH players, fibre operators
and OTT providers need relevant TV-
offerings for their multi-million customer
bases across the Nordics and Central
Eastern Europe. One day it is the Euro
2020 finals in UHD, the next day it is
the premiere of a new series for mobile
customers.

Telenor Satellite will continue to be
of value for our customers, so we will
continue to operate closely with our
suppliers to understand the market
development, the oppor tunities,
increase our competence and create
value for our customers.
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